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1. Introduction
The capacity of a wireless cellular system is limited by
the mutual interference among simultaneous users. Using
multiple antenna systems, and in particular, the adaptive
beamforming, this problem can be minimized, and the
system capacity can be improved. In recent years, the
optimum downlink beamforming problem (including power
control) has been extensively studied in [1–3] where the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is used as
a quality of service (QoS) criterion. After it has been
found that the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques significantly enhance the performance of wireless
communication systems [4, 5], the joint optimization of
the transmit and receive beamformers [6] has also been
investigated for MIMO systems. Motivated by the fact
that the optimum transmit beamformers [1–3] and the
joint optimum transmit-receive beamformers [6] can be
obtained only iteratively due to the coupled nature of
the corresponding optimization problems, recently, the
concept of leakage and subsequently the signal-to-leakage-
plus-noise ratio (SLNR) as a figure of merit have been
introduced in [7, 8]. (Note that SLNR as a performance
criterion has been considered in [9–11] for multiple-
input-single-output (MISO) systems.) Although the latter
approach only gives suboptimum solutions, it leads to a
decoupled optimization problem and admits closed-form
solutions for downlink beamforming in multiuser MIMO
systems.
While investigating multiuser systems from a system
level perspective, in many cases, the outage probability has
also been widely used as a QoS parameter. The closed-
form expressions of the outage probability with equal gain
and optimum combining have been derived in [12, 13],
respectively, in a flat-fading Rayleigh environment with
cochannel interference. The latter work has been extended
in [14] to a Rician-Rayleigh environment where the desired
signal and interferers are subject to Rician and Rayleigh
fading, respectively. However, in all of the above-mentioned
papers, investigations have been limited to the derivations
of the outage probability expressions for specific types of
receivers. The outage probability of the signal-to-interference
ratio is used to formulate the optimum power control
problem for interference limited wireless systems in [15, 16]
where the total transmit power is minimized subject to
outage probability constraints. However, both of the these
works [15, 16] are limited to systems with single antenna at
transmitters and receivers.





















Figure 1: Multiuser MIMO downlink beamforming.
In this paper, we consider the downlink of a multiuser
MIMO wireless communication system in a Rayleigh fading
environment. The base station (BS) communicates with
several cochannel users in the same time and frequency slots.
In our method, we use the average signal-to-leakage ratio
(SLR) and the outage probability of SLR as performance
metrics which are based on the concept of leakage power
[7, 8]. In particular, the novelty of our work lies on the
facts that we first derive an approximation of the statistical
distribution of SLR [7] for each cochannel user of the MIMO
system in terms of transmit beamforming weight vector.
Second, the approximate closed-form expression for the
outage probability of SLR is derived. Then, we obtain the
solution for the transmit beamformer that minimizes the
aforementioned outage probability. According to our best
source of knowledge, this approach has not been previously
considered for the multiuser MIMO downlink beamforming.
With some conservative derivations, we also demonstrate
that the beamformer which minimizes the outage probability
is same as the one which maximizes the average SLR.
Note that similar conclusion has been made in [17] where
the downlink beamforming for multiuser MISO systems
is analyzed using the SINR and its outage probability as
the performance criteria. In contrast to [7], we consider
that the BS has only the knowledge of the second-order
statistics such as the covariance matrix of the downlink user-
channels. The motivation behind this assumption is that
the knowledge of instantaneous channel information can be
available at the BS only through the feedback from users.
The drawbacks of the feedback approach are the reduction
of the system capacity because of the frequent channel usage
required for the transmission of the feedback information
from users to the BS, and inherent time delays, errors, and
extra costs associated with such a feedback. Furthermore,
if the channel varies rapidly, it is not reasonable to acquire
the instantaneous feedback at the transmitter, because the
optimal transmitter designed on the basis of previously
acquired information becomes outdated quickly (see [18]
and the references therein). Thus, we consider that no full-
rate feedback information is available at the BS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The system model is presented in Section 2. The probability
density function (PDF) of SLR, its mean, and the outage
probability of SLR are derived in terms of the beamformer
weight vector in Section 3. In Section 4, the transmit beam-
former which maximizes the average SLR and minimizes
the outage probability is obtained. In Section 5, analytical
and numerical results are compared. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.
Notational conventions. Upper (lower) bold face letters will
be used for matrices (vectors); (·)H , E{·}, In, ‖ · ‖, tr(·),
and CM×M denote the Hermitian transpose, mathematical
expectation, n × n identity matrix, Euclidean norm, trace
operator, and the space of M × M matrices with complex
entries, respectively.
2. System Model
Consider a downlink multiuser scenario with a multi-
antenna BS of M sensors communicating with K
multi-antenna users. (If there are multiple BSs and they have
also the channel information of users assigned to other BSs,
the SLR-based method needs to be modified in such a way
that each BS takes into account the power leaked by it to the
users of other BSs. The necessary modifications, in our case,
can be done with some straightforward steps.) The block
diagram is shown in Figure 1. The signal transmitted by the




wksk ∈ CM×1, (1)
where sk and wk ∈ CM×1 are, respectively, the signal stream
and the transmit beamformer weight vector for kth user.
It is assumed that E{sk} = 0 and E{|sk|2} = 1 for k =
1, . . . ,K.(We consider equal power allocations to all users.
Note that power control can be included in the design
of beamformers by using a two-step approach, that is, by
optimizing the beamformers first and then the powers or
vice-versa [1, 2].) Moreover, following the spirit of [7], we
consider that the beamformer weights are normalized, that
is, ‖wk‖2 = 1. Let Ni denote the number of receive antennas






where Gi is a constant that includes the eﬀect of distance-
dependent path loss factor and the distance-independent
mean-channel power gain, Hi ∈ CNi×M is the spatially
correlated MIMO channel matrix, and ni ∈ CNi×1 denotes
the additive noise. It is assumed that each user is surrounded
by a large number of scatterers whereas the BS, which
is generally located at larger heights from the ground
level, does not observe rich scattering. In this scenario,
the MIMO channel as seen from the user/BS is spatially
uncorrelated/correlated. Thus, the ith MIMO channel can
be given by replacing the receive correlation matrix with
an identity matrix in the famous Kronecker-model [19]
which turns into the following form: Hi = HiwΣ1/2i , where
the entries of Hiw ∈ CNi×M are assumed to be zero-mean
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circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random
variables with unit variance such that E{tr((Hiw)HHiw)} =
NiM, and Σi ∈ CM×M represents the spatial correlation
matrix at the BS corresponding to the ith user channel. It
is important to emphasize here that the derivations for the
SLR mean and SLR ouatge probability can be easily extended
to double-sided correlated MIMO channels (including the
user side correlation), and thus, our main results are also
valid for such MIMO channels. Note that Σi are symmetric
positive semidefinite matrices and are a function of the
antenna spacing, average direction of arrival of the scattered
signal from ith user, and the corresponding angular spread
[20]. We invite our readers to have a look at [20] and the
references therein for determining Σi. Furthermore, without
loss of generality, the elements of ni in (2) are considered to
be ZMCSCG with the variance σ2i , that is, ni ∼ NC(0, INiσ2i ),
where INi denotes Ni × Ni identity matrix. Inserting (1) into
(2) and applying the statistical expectation over signal and








k=1,k /= i Gk‖Hkwi‖2
. (3)
Note that, here, Gi‖Hiwi‖2 is the power of the desired signal
for user i whereas Gk‖Hkwi‖2 is the power of interference
that is caused by user i on the signal received by some
other user k. The leakage for user i is thus the total
power leaked from this user to all other users which is∑K
k=1,k /= i Gk‖Hkwi‖2. The objective of beamformer is to
make Gi‖Hiwi‖2 as large as possible when compared to
the leakage power
∑K
k=1,k /= i Gk‖Hkwi‖2. (The performance
of the beamformer can be boosted by taking into account
the noise term Niσ2i which acts as a diagonal loading factor
[21].) The main motivation behind this approach is that it
results into a decoupled optimization problem and provides
analytical closed-form solutions (see [7, Sections I-III] for
more information), though they are not optimal relative
to the SINR criterion [1–3]. Moreover, the SLNR as a
performance criterion also allows the BS to work more
independently from the receivers since the BS does not need
the knowledge of receive beamformer or in general receiver’s
operator. Similarly, each user performs beamforming or
any other linear operations to recover its signal without
depending on transmit beamforming vectors of other users.
Let ith user uses a matched filter to recover its signal. The
detected signal of this user can be given by ŝi = zHi yi where
zi = (Hiwi)/‖Hiwi‖ ∈ CNi×1 is the matched filter response.























Applying mathematical expectation with respect to indepen-






∥∥∥wHi Hi∥∥∥4 +∑Kk=1,k /= i Gi∣∣∣wHi HHi Hiwk∣∣∣2
. (5)
It is considered that the transmitter (also the BS) does not
know user’s receiver, and thus, the SINR (5) is not available
at the transmitter. In this case, the transmitter optimizes
its beamforming vector to maximize the SLNR (3) thereby
assisting the user’s receiver in its task of improving the
SINR (5). The latter fact can be verified numerically. Note
that the beamformer based on maximization of (3) can
also be designed for the cases where only the knowledge
of second-order statistics of downlink channels is available
at the BS. In such cases, the advantages are twofold; the
BS and receivers can work in a distributed manner (since
the criterion is SLNR), and the BS needs only a limited
feedback information from the receivers. To facilitate the
aforementioned scheme, we first analyze the statistics of
SLNR (3) in the following section.
3. Average SLR and the Outage Probability
Using the notations Ai  HHi Hi for all i, and assuming
that the leakage power (The derivation of outage probability
expression and its minimization become too involved if
the noise power is not negligible. However, noting that the
cellular systems such as UMTS with beamforming techniques
can support a significant number of cochannel users per
cell [21] (this number can be further increased if more
scrambling codes can be allocated for each cell [22]), the
assumption that the multiuser leakage power dominates the
thermal noise power at each user is not a stringent one.) is









We first note that the rows of Hi are statistically independent,
and each row has an M-variate complex Gaussian distri-
bution with the mean vector μ = 0 and the covariance
matrix Σi. According to [23], in this case, Ai are complex
Wishart distributed with the scaling matrix Σi and the
degrees of freedom parameter Ni. For conciseness and
simplified mathematical presentation, in the rest of this
paper, we assume that Ni = N , for all i. Here, we also stress
that our results can be easily extended to the general case
where Ni are diﬀerent. Mathematically, we can thus write
Ai ∼ CWM(N ,Σi), where CWM(·) represents the complex
Wishart matrix of size M × M. Let us use the notations
u  GiwHi Aiwi and v 
∑K−1
k=1,k /= i Gkw
H
i Akwi. According to
the results of [14] and since Ai ∼ CWM(N ,Σi), we get u ∼
CW1(N ,GiwHi Σiwi). We note that for any wi, Giw
H
i Σiwi ≥ 0,
because Σi is a positive semidefinite matrix. Since CW1(·) is
4 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking





where fU(u) = 0, for u ≤ 0, ci = GiwHi Σiwi, and Γ(n) =∫∞
0 x
n−1e−x dx is the Gamma function. Comparing the PDF




ciu˜, where u˜ ∼ χ22N , (8)
where χ22N is the Chi-square distribution with degrees of









v˜k where v˜k ∼ χ22N . (9)
It can be observed from (9) that v is a weighted sum
of statistically independent Chi-square random variables,
where the weights GkwHi Σkwi ≥ 0 since Σk for all k are
positive semidefinite. The exact and closed-form solution
for the PDF of v is not known. However, according to [24]
and the references therein, the PDF of v can be found by
approximating v as a random variable with the Chi-square










v˜k ∼ α2 χ
2
2β (10)
where α and β can be determined by equating the first-
and second-order moments of the left-and right-hand sides
of relation (10). (This approximation is very accurate and
widely adopted in statistics and engineering. The accuracy of
the approximation will be confirmed later through numerical
simulation results.) Evaluation of the first-order moment








· 2N = α
2
· 2β. (11)
Similarly by equating the second-order moment (variance)







)2 · 4N = 1
4
α2 · 4β. (12)
























Like the PDF of u given in (7), the PDF of v ≥ 0 is well known
to be [23]





where again fV (v) = 0, for v ≤ 0. For the sake of better
exposition, let SLRi  z, where z = u/v is the ratio of two
statistically independent random variables. The PDF of z can




v fU(zv) fV (v) dv. (15)





























z fZ(z) dz. (18)
After substituting fZ(z) from (17), applying [25, equation














N + 1,β − 1), (19)
where B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x + y) is the Beta function.
Noting that Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x) and Γ(x) = (x − 1)!, (19) can
be further simplified as
E{z} = Nci
αβ − α . (20)
The outage probability of SLR is a parameter that shows how
often the transmit beamformer is not capable of maintaining
the ratio of the signal power to the leakage power above a
certain threshold value. The outage probability for the ith




) = Pr{SLRi  z ≤ γ0}, (21)
where γ0 is the system specific threshold value. Note that
(21) represents the probability of the transmit beamformer
failing to perform its beamforming task properly. Hence, the
concept of the SLR outage is analogous to the probability of
receiver failing to work properly but is only applicable from
a transmitter’s point of view. Since the PDF of SLR is already




) = ∫ γ0
0
f z(z) dz. (22)
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Using (17) and applying [25, equation 3.194.1], it can be









· sNcon · 2F1
(




where scon  ((αγ0)/ci) and 2F1(·) is the Gauss hyper-
geometric function (see [25, equation 9.100]). Noting the
transformation rule 2F1(a, b; c; x) = (1 − x)−b2F1(b, c −
a; c; x/(x − 1)) (see [25, equation 9.131.1]) and the fact
that 2F1(a, b; c; x) = 2F1(b, a; c; x), and after some simple




















Here, it is worthwhile to mention that for N = 1, u (7)
becomes exponentially distributed whereas v (9) becomes
a weighted sum of independent exponentially distributed
random variables. In this case, the outage probability
expression of [15] can be easily derived. However, it cannot
be analytically obtained by substituting N = 1 in (23) due
to the approximation (10). Also, note that the proposed
outage probability analysis can be applied to frequency-
selective fading channels where we can consider that the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is used
as a modulation technique. In this context, the MIMO
channel for each subcarrier can be considered to be a flat-
fading channel. Considering that all users can access a given
subcarrier and that the lengths of channel impulse responses
for all receive-transmit antenna combinations of all users are
shorter than the cyclic prefix [26], the SLR for the ith user
and sth subcarrier can be expressed as
SLRi,s = Gi,s
∥∥Hi(s)wi,s∥∥2∑K
k=1,k /= i Gk,s
∥∥Hk(s)wi,s∥∥2 , (25)
whereHi(s) = Hiw(s)Σ(1/2)i is the MIMO channel in frequency
domain for the ith user and sth subcarrier, and Gi,s is the
corresponding gain. Let [Hiw(s)]n,m be the nth row and mth













where Nc is the total number of subcarriers, Nt + 1 is the
number of independently fading channel-taps, and hwn,m,i(p)
is the impulse response for pth tap of the channel between
nth receive and mth transmit antenna. If {hwn,m,i(p)}Ntp=0
are ZMCSCG, it is very easy to note that [Hiw(s)]n,m is
a ZMCSCG. Furthermore, if the average sum of the tap-
powers for the channel between the nth receive and mth
transmit antennas is same, that is, if E{∑Ntp=0 |hwn,m,i(p)|2} =
ai for all m,n, after some straightforward steps, we can
easily verify that the distribution of {Hi(s)HHi(s)}Ki=1 remains
complex Wishart with the same scaling matrix {aiΣi}Ki=1
and the degrees of freedom parameter N . This shows that
the statistics of the signal and leakage powers for a given
subcarrier and user remain unchanged.
4. Maximize the Average SLR and
Minimize the Outage Probability
In this section, our objective is to find the optimum wi
which maximizes the average SLR and minimizes the outage
probability of the SLR observed by ith user. Note that due to
the fact that we use the average SLR and SLR outage as the
criteria, the beamformer design is a decoupled problem and
can be carried out separately for each user.
4.1. Maximize the Average SLR. The beamformer which
maximizes the average SLR is obtained by solving the prob-
lem maxwiE{z} which is a diﬃcult optimization problem as
α and β are complicated functions of wi, although ci is a
quadratic function of wi. In order to make this optimization
problem tractable, we make certain assumptions which will




1− 1/β . (27)
Let us define yk  GkwHi Σkwi for all k /= i, where yk ≥ 0.
Then, with the help of a well-known power-mean inequality,
we can write (∑K
k=1,k /= i yk
)2
∑K
k=1,k /= i y
2
k
≤ K − 1, (28)
where the equality holds only if {yk}Kk=1,k /= i are all equal.
Applying the above inequality to the expression of β in (13),
we can get an upper bound for β and more specifically we can
write 1/β ≥ 1/N(K − 1). With this observation, the average




NK −N − 1 . (29)
Here, an interesting observation is that though α and β are
separately nonquadratic functions of wi, their products αβ is
quadratic in wi. The latter fact can be observed from (13),














NK −N − 1 . (31)
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Since the exact average SLR (27) is diﬃcult to maximize,
we maximize its lower bound (31) which has a Rayleigh
quotient form. The latter can be maximized by maximizing
the numerator GiwHi Σiwi (the useful power directed to the
ith user) while keeping the denominator
∑K
k=1,k /= i Gkw
H
i Σkwi









Thus, the optimum weight vector woi is the eigenvector
associated with the largest eigenvalue (generalized eigenvalue
problem) of the characteristic equation given by (32). Later,
our numerical results confirm the tightness of the lower
bound (31) of average SLR for the weight obtained from (32).
4.2. Minimize the SLR Outage. Mathematically, this prob-
lem has the following unconstrained minimization form:
minwiPout(γ0,wi). We note that Pout(γ0,wi) is a complicated
function of scon and β which in turn depend onwi. Therefore,
the standard way of finding the first-order derivative of
the outage probability with respect to wi and equating the
corresponding result to zero does not enable us to solve
the problem in closed-form. Here, our approach is to first
intituitively find the limiting values of scon and β for which
the outage in (24) approaches to zero. The second step is to
find wi in order to achieve those limiting values of scon and β.
After simple manipulation, the outage probability (24) can




















Note that the Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b; c, z)
converges for arbitrary a, b and c if |z| ≤ 1 (see [25, Section
9.1]). This is the case in (33) since 1/(1 + 1/scon) ≤ 1 for any
wi. It is also not diﬃcult to see from the series form of 2F1(·)
(see [25, equation 9.100]) that its minimum in (33) is 1
which can be achieved if scon → 0 and β → 0. As β → 0, the
term 1/B(β,N) approaches to zero whereas when scon → 0
and β → 0, the term 1/(1 + 1/scon)N (scon + 1)β tends to be
zero. Hence, it can be concluded that if scon and β can be
minimized with respect to wi, the outage expression (33)
can also be minimized. Here, we want to emphasize that the
analytical proof for the optimality of the above mentioned
approach is still an open issue. Now, the outage probability
minimization problem can be turned to the problem of
minimizing scon and β simultaneously with respect to wi,
that is, minwi{scon,β}, which is a multicriterion optimization
problem [27]. Using the notation xi  GiwHi Σiwi, this
multicriterion minimization problem can by scalarized by
















k=1,k /= i yk
+ t
(∑K
k=1,k /= i yk
)2
∑K





where the weights for the first and second objective functions
are 1 and t ≥ 0, respectively. Here, we can interpret t
as the relative importance of the second objective function
with respect to the first one. Note that (34) is a diﬃcult
optimization problem. The following inequality can be easily
shown: ∑K





k=1,k /= i yk
≤
∑K
k=1,k /= i yk
xi
. (35)
Now using the upper bounds (35) and (28), the objective








k=1,k /= i yk
xi
+ t(K − 1), (36)
where again equality holds if all {yk} are equal. Using the
above upper bound and resubstituting for xi and yk, the









which is also in the familiar Rayleigh quotient form. (Since
we replace the exact cost function by its upper bound, the
minimization problem becomes independent of t.) With the
help of Lagrangian multiplier method, we can show that
the optimum weight vector that minimizes (37) is given by
(32) which is just the solution of the transmit beamformer
that maximizes the average SLR. Hence, it is clear from (32)
that the minimum outage probability and maximum average
SLR transmit beamformer require only the knowledge of
correlation matrices and average channel power gains. We
will later demonstrate, with the numerical results, that the
upper bounds in (35), (28), and (36) are relatively tight for
the beamformer weight derived from (32).
5. Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, we first verify the correctness of the
analytically derived PDF (17) of SLR by comparing the
analytical results with the Monte-Carlo simulation results.
Next, we investigate the tightness of the bounds in (29) and
(36). The outage probability of SLR for the ith user (for
conciseness, the results are shown for i = 1) obtained via
theory (23) and Monte-Carlo simulations are also shown
for diﬀerent parameters and correlation models. However,
these results are not intended to illustrate the outage
performance of a particular system. This would require
additional assumptions regarding power control, modula-
tion, and channel coding. Finally, we also demonstrate that
the maximum average SLR or minimum outage probability
transmit beamformer also helps to significantly improve the
user SINR when the user employs linear operation such as
matched filtering. We consider MIMO channels in which
the transmit correlations are modeled with two diﬀerent
methods; exponential correlation and Gaussian angle of
arrival (AoA) models. Throughout all examples, we take
M = 4, K = 3, G1 = 0.5, G2 = 0.1, G3 = 0.2, and



















Figure 2: Comparison of analytical and simulated PDFs of SLR


















−5 0 5 10
γ0 (dB)
Theoretical, wi from (32)
Simulation, wi from (32)
Theoretical, wi = (M)−0.5 ones (M, 1)
Theoretical, wi = eλm (GiΣi)
Simulation, wi = eλm (GiΣi)
Figure 3: Comparison of outage probablity with diﬀerent weight
vectors as a function of γ0 for user i = 1 (exponential correlation
model).
Ni = N for all i. Note that this is purely by way of example,
and other values could just have easily been considered. The
outage probability of SLR is presented using Monte-Carlo
simulation runs during which the channels (Hi, i = 1, . . . ,K)
change independently and randomly. For each channel
realization, the SLR for ith user is computed and compared



















−5 0 5 10
γ0 (dB)
ρ1 = 0.4, N = 2 theoretical
ρ1 = 0.4, N = 2 simulation
ρ1 = 0.98, N = 2 theoretical
ρ1 = 0.98, N = 2 simulation
ρ1 = 0.4, N = 4 theoretical
ρ1 = 0.4, N = 4 simulation
ρ1 = 0.98, N = 4 theoretical
ρ1 = 0.98, N = 4 simulation
Figure 4: Comparison of theoretical and simulated outage proba-
bility as a function of γ0 for the user i = 1 (exponential correlation
model).
5.1. Exponential Correlation Model. In this example, the
amplitudes of the spatial correlations among the elements
of the BS antenna array are considered to be exponentially
related. With this assumption, the correlation matrices are
defined as
[Σi]mn = ρ|m−n|i e−j(m−n) sin θi , i = 1, . . . ,K , (38)
where m,n = 1, . . . ,M represent the mth row and nth
column of Σi, ρi are the amplitudes of correlation coeﬃcients
and θi is the AoA of the plane wave from the ith point source.
The analytically obtained PDF (17) of SLR is compared
with the simulation results as shown in Figure 2. In this
figure, the beamformer weights are optimized according to
(32) for the exponential correlation model (38). It can be
observed from Figure 2 that the analytical and simulation
results are in fine agreement, and hence the accuracy of
the derived PDF of SLR is validated. Figure 3 displays
the analytical and simulated outage probabilities of SLR
versus γ0 for (a) the optimized wi from (32), (b) the
non-optimized wi (wi = (1/
√
M) ones (M, 1)), and (c) wi
which is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of GiΣi. Note that the last method simply tries
to maximize the signal power toward the user of interest
without even trying to suppress the leakage power toward
the other users. Although this approach is highly suboptimal,
it is very simple to implement, and its performance can
be encouraging especially in UMTS cellular networks [28]
where, due to downlink omnidirectional strong common
pilot channels, the overall leakage power appears to be almost






















Figure 5: Exact average SLR and its lower bound in (31) as a
function of N for the user i = 1 (wi is obtained from (32), and
















0 5 10 15 20
Angular separation (δ) in degrees
Upper bound, part 1− r3
Exact, part 1− r1
Upper bound, part 2− r4
Exact, part 2− r2
Upper bound, total −r3 + r4
Exact total −r1 + r2
Figure 6: Exact cost function and its upper bound in (36) versus
δ for the user i = 1 (wi is obtained from (32), and Gaussian AoA
model is used, r1 = (1/γ0) scon, r2 = (1/N)tβ, r3 = (
∑K
k=1,k /= i yk/xi),
and r4 = t(K − 1)).
white noise. As expected, it can be observed from Figure 3
that the method (32) outperforms the other two cases. The
theoretical and numerical results for diﬀerent values of ρ1
and N are compared in Figure 4. In Figures 2 and 3, we take
ρ1 = 0.8, and in Figures 2, 3, and 4 we take ρ2 = 0.1, ρ3 = 0.2,
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Figure 7: Comparison of theoretical and simulated outage proba-
bility as a function of γ0 for user i = 1 (wi is obtained from (32) and
Gaussian AoA model is used).
5.2. Spatial Correlation Model-Gaussian Angle of Arrival
(AoA). In this example, the spatial correlation among ele-
ments of the BS antenna array is modeled according to
the distribution of the AoA of the incoming plane waves
at the BS from the ith user. The AoA is assumed to be
Gaussian distributed with a standard deviation σiθ of angular
spreading. For this case, we consider a uniform linear array
with the half-wavelength spacing. The correlation is thus
given by [3]




/2, i = 1, . . . ,K ,
(39)
where θi is the central angle of the incoming rays to the BS
from the ith user. We assume that the first user is located at
θ1 = 10◦ relative to the BS array broadside, and the other
two users are located at θ2,3 = 10◦ ± δ where we take δ = 8◦
(except in Figure 6 where δ is varied) and σiθ = σθ for all i.
The exact average SLR (27) and its lower bound (31)
both versus N are compared in Figure 5 where the optimum
weight vector is chosen according to (32). We take σθ =
3◦ for this figure. It can be seen from Figure 5, that the
diﬀerence between the exact values of the average SLR and
its lower bound is almost negligible for all N which in fact
confirms that the beamformer (32) maximizes the average
SLR with a very fine accuracy. The exact functions in (28) and
(35), their corresponding upper bounds, the sum function
(36) (with t = 1), and its upper bound are displayed in
Figure 6 for diﬀerent values of δ where the beamformer is
derived from (32). It can be observed from this figure that
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Figure 8: Average SINR and average SLNR versus noise power for
the user i = 1 (Gaussian AoA model with σθ = 3◦).
the bound in (28) is very tight for all values of δ whereas
that in (35) is tight for the medium and larger values of
δ. In fact, the gap between the overall exact function (36)
and its upper bound is suﬃciently small for all values of
δ. Figure 7 shows the outage probability of SLR versus γ0
obtained via theory and simulations for diﬀerent values of
σθ and N . The average SINR (5) and the average SLNR (3)
of ith user versus the receiver noise power σ2i are displayed
in Figure 8 again for (a) the optimized wi of (32), (b) the
non-optimized wi (wi = (1/
√
M) ones (M, 1)), and (c) wi
which is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of GiΣi. In this figure, the SINR and SLNR are
averaged over 104 independent channel realizations, and
it is considered that the receiver has perfect knowledge
of instantaneous channels. It can be seen from Figure 8
that the transmit beamformer (32) based on maximiza-
tion of SLR significantly helps to improve the receiver’s
SINR. Figures 3, 4, and 7 display that the matching between
the theoretical and simulation results is very fine. This
confirms the validity of the proposed theoretical expression
for outage probability. It can be noticed (see Figures 3
and 8) that the beamformer, which tries to suppress the
leakage power while maximizing the signal power (32),
is better than the one which only maximizes the signal
power of the user of interest by neglecting the leakage
power (method (c)). The results (Figures 4 and 7) also
show that as the spatial correlation between the antenna
elements increases (correlation coeﬃcient increases or angu-
lar spreading decreases), the outage probability decreases.
The latter observation can be explained from the fact that
when the spatial correlation increases, the ranks of MIMO
channels decrease, thereby allowing the beamformer to
perform better. The best performance can even be obtained
when the MIMO channels are fully correlated ( i.e., channels
become rank one). It can be also observed (see Figures 4
and 7) that by increasing the BS antenna correlation, the
performance can be improved more eﬀectively than just
by increasing the number of user antennas while keeping
the BS antenna correlation suﬃciently low. Furthermore,
as expected in Figures 3, 4, and 7, the outage probability
increases with increasing γ0.
6. Conclusions
A fine agreement between the theoretical and simulation
results for the PDF of SLR and its outage probability confirms
the correctness of the proposed analysis for a multiuser
MIMO downlink beamforming in a Rayleigh fading envi-
ronment. The results also show that the spatial correlation
between the antenna elements significantly helps to increase
the performance of the SLR-based transmit beamformer
in terms of the SLR outage probability. It has been found
via some approximations that the transmit beamformer
which maximizes the average SLR also minimizes the outage
probability of the SLR.
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